
THE SPECIALIST IN GASES

Customised Specialty Gases and Mixtures 
Ultra-pure. Powerful. Efficient.



We focus on our strengths
Fast. Accurate. Competitive.

Whether food, medicine, or electronics. Speci-

alty gases are practically omnipresent. They are 

the invisible helpers when it comes to protec-

tion, measurement, or analysis. These gaseous 

or liquid specialists have become indispensable. 

They improve the shelf life and product presen-

tation of food products, optimize the illuminati-

on of vehicle headlights, or make measurement 

and calibration technology even more precise. 

BUSE knows exactly what matters when it 

comes to such products – from the proper-

ties of the gases to filling the cylinders and 

necessary accessories. 

We’re the partner you’ve been looking for.

Gas Mixtures

It‘s the mixture that counts, because this is 

what determines the quality of a gas mixture. 

High demands are placed on the product which 

must be met, particularly when it comes to test, 

measurement or analysis gases. Otherwise

the results obtained are not appropriate. 

Whether standard mixtures or gases produced 

according to customer-specific requirements, 

BUSE mixes them.

Test and calibration gases are often used in very 

special mixtures. We combine different gases so 

our customers can achieve the optimum result 

for the desired application. We distinguish 

between non-reactive, reactive and very reactive 

gas mixtures.

Pure Gases

Clean performance. This is because our high 

purity gases are impressive due to their extraordi-

nary quality and extremely low level of conta-

mination. We therefore have the right degree 

of purity for every desired application. It‘s your 

product when it comes to calibration, process or 

laboratory gases.
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Refillable or Non-Refillable 
We‘ve got what you are looking for

Excimer Laser Gases

When using an Eximer laser, it is of the utmost 

importance that it is operated with a high-qua-

lity gas mixture. This is the only way to exploit 

its full performance potential and maximise its 

service life. The quality of our gas mixtures

in combination with delivery reliability makes 

BUSE a successful partner for you in this sector 

as well.

Compressed Gas Cylinders

Compact and handy. We have the right cylinder 

size for every application in stock. This allows 

you to work with the right gas mixture at very 

short notice. Simply practical.

We are particularly flexible when it comes to 

reliable deliveries. At the same time our quality 

remains extraordinarily stable. That is our 

philosophy.

Perfectly equipped

You are always well equipped with our extensive 

range of accessories, whether control valves or 

pressure regulators. With us you get everything 

from one source. We would also be pleased 

to advise you in the field of analytical process 

control. And if you need something a little bit 

different in the area of fine tuning, we are also 

the right people to contact.

Thanks to our intensive cooperation with the

Concoa Company, as well as other suppliers, we 

have quick access to an extensive and high-qua-

lity range of products. Whatever equipment you 

require we have the solution?
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BUSE Gas B.V.

De Overmaat 21 // NL-6831 AE Arnhem

Phone: +31 (0)26 3230740

info@buse-group.nl

BUSE Gases Ltd.

Johnsons Bridge Road  // UK-B71 1DG West Bromwich 

Phone: +44 (0)121 5241111

sales@buse-group.uk

BUSE Gas S.A.

Patima  // 23 009 Schimatari 

Phone: +30 (0)22620 57240 

info@buse-group.gr

www.buse-group.com SG
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